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Reviewers' comments
"This paper hits everyone smack on the head with the
problem, and it does so with an analysis that is particularly
well informed by work in the philosophy of science."
"This engaging, imaginative, and provocative essay makes the
'modern' thinkers of the last generation seem like misguided
old fuddy-duddies bogged down in their own complexities."
"I would rethink the ending. To read all of this stuff and have
the authors tell you it doesn't make any difference is somewhat
discouraging. 1 am sure they don't really mean that."
"This paper raises a red herring. It is completely divorced
from what happens in real research and in that critical sense is
irrelevant."
"This article is outstanding in the force and correctness of its
logic and deserves publication as is."
"The primary issue that concerns me is the big one: So what?"

